
The Mill at Gross Ghyll, Littledale.
Mike Goth.

Romantically positioned upon a small river terrace on the edge of the deep-cut valley of the Artle Beck, just
below the confluence with Udale Beck, stands the site of the old Cross Ghyll Bobbin Mill. This Mill, situated
at map reference SD 553624, a short distance below Udale Bridge in Littledale, to the north east of Lancaster,
was possibly the first of some six mills plus one smithy, to draw their power from the fast flowing waters of
Artle Beck (at one time a further mill may have existed close to Littledale Hall). Unfortunately Cross Ghyll
mill can no longer be found. The site is now occupied by the "Helme Memorial Scout Camp", the S-acre site
having been purchased by members of the Helme Family (of Halton Mills fame), as a bequest to the Scout

Movement, at the time of the sale of the Littledale Hall Estate in 1942. In 1962 the property was purchased by
the Scouts as a field centre.r All the old mill buildings were pulled down, with the exception of the coppice
drying shed.

The photograph of the mill (as printed in the sale catalogue) would suggest that the building had been of three
stories, as evidenced by the situation of the windows and what appears to be a double door opening at a lower
level. But the description says however, "The buildings are substantially built of stone and comprise a Six-
bay Timber [Drying] shed, Sawmill fitted with bench, and a Workshop over, power being supplied by a water
turbine".2 A report of 1866 says that the mill was a two-story building, the upper floor being devoted to
woodturning, whilst the lower was used for machinery repairs.

As in the case of many mills, the mill
buildings had, over the years, been used for
various purposes. Cross Ghyll started life
as a corn mill before 1780, and converted to
bobbins after 1813.3 It is also recorded as

having closed in 1890. The writer is
informed that the last operatives to run the
bobbin mill was a partnership of Messrs
Birkett & Peele.a In its final years it had
become the estate Sawmill and workshop;
the evidence for this was found as a note in
a hand written document prepared by Mr G.
Wildman, the owner and the last operator of
Willow Mill, Caton (ca.1961) which states:
" Cross Ghyll. Formerly a bobbin mill,
afterwards the Estate Saw Mill for
Littledale Hall. Water driven from Artle
Beck. Now in ruins."

The only tangible evidence extant for its
existence is the very fine coppice-wood
drying shed, the roof of which is flagged,
and supported on traditional circular stone
pillars, bearing wooden roof trusses which
still retain vestiges of their original
function, i.e. supporting vertical timber
poles for drying. Circular pillars such as

these are frequently an indication that there
may well be the site of a turning mill, or an
old bobbin mill, close by. Several of these
drying sheds have survived, especially in
the Lake District. Also there are some very
vague impressions in the field upstream
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from the mill site, which give some slight evidence of the line of the headrace.

Describing Cross Ghyll Mill in 1983, J.W.A.Price states "There is evidence of both a weir and sluice on the
beck, and the headrace is a prominent depression". He also says, "The site of the wheel pit can still be seen,
plus the tail race exit with an iron sluice gate."5 On my visit (February 2002)l was unable to locate the
evidence referred to above, but it was obvious that much development of the site had taken place in the
intervening time, some landscaping, a car parkingarea, and a number of substantial wooden buildings having
been added in recent years. Since then I have been in contact with the Site Warden, Mr Norman Winder, who
told me that in recent years a great deal of work was carried out on the site to aid maintenance. This included
the filling-in of the headrace to the mill, of which there is now little or no trace, with the exception of the
possible position of the penstock at the point where the race left the Artle Beck at a low weir (now missing).
This is evidenced by some concrete remnants on the right bank of the beck, and a vertical iron bolt driven into
the rock near to the lefthand bank, situated at the top of a small waterfall. The concrete remains of the leet
indicate a leet width of some l8inches. The leet originally followed a sinuous course below the low bank,
crossing under the access road then passing to the rear ofthe coppice shed, ending at a sluice, which branched
two ways (see map, 1888). It appears at this point to have changed to a pipe (A), which would be consistent
with supplying water to a turbine. Another point of interest occasioned by the map is that there is a further
small building (B) shown, with what would appear to be another supply taken from the leet. Was there a
second power source in operation? It seems unlikely that we shall ever know.

The wheel pit referred to above is now filled in and is used as a bonfire site. It was thought by Mr Winder that
the wheel had been of a horizontal type but I find that it was in fact a turbine, which had at sometime in the
past replaced the original power source.6 This had become fairly common practice in the late-nineteenth
century, as more efficient high speed prime movers were developed. The tailrace sluice is still in position
below, on the side of the beck.

In the early years and up until just
after the First World War,
working practices in the factories
were hard, with long hours, a
working day starting at 6 o'clock
in the morning until 6 o'clock in
the evening being the fairly usual
thing. An employee at the
Willow Mill in Caton, one David
McMillan, who lived in
Lancaster, had in his youth
worked at the Cross Ghyll Mill.
He walked out from Lancaster to
be at the mill by 6am, and after a
12 hour day was faced with the
long walk home again in the
evening. In the nineteenth
century, it was also customary to
employ child labour. These
juveniles, it is thought, were
largely drawn from orphanages in
the Liverpool area, and were I

known as apprentices, frequently
being housed locally in purpose- i
built accommodation attached to
the mills. At the larger mills, this
may also have contained a
schoolroom in which they were
taught.T The census retums for
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1841 showthattherewereTapprenticesemployedatCrossGhyllbyl85lthisnumberhadincreasedtoS. As
there is no evidence of an apprentice house, it must be assumed that they were taken in as lodgers locally.

Cross Ghyll Mill has not been without dramatic incidents during it long history. On Wednesday, the 8th of
December 1866, a 30-year old man by the name of Robert Savage, the son of John Savage, the tenant of the
mill, was caught by his loose clothing on the broken end of a counter shaft that was revolving at some 60 rpm.
The clothing was torn from his body resulting in him being so severely injured that his death was instant. He
had been an employee of the Lancaster-Carlisle Railway Co., and was at the mill helping his father (who also
carried out machinery repairs) to clear up outstanding work prior to his leaving the mill, the tenancy of which
had at some time in the previous three months passed to a William Hodgson. At the inquest, Mr Hodgson was
at pains to point out that he was not the employer of the unfortunate man.8 In March 1895, a report in the
Lancaster Observer stated that "A farmer, William Huddleston of Cross Ghyll Farm, was found dead in nine
feet of water at the Bobbin Mill". It would seem from the report that he had for some time suffered from bouts
of depression following the loss of an eye during an encounter with a bull, and his now failing eyesight
coupled with various other misfortunes seem to have weighed heavily upon his mind. He was presumed to
have taken his own life due to depression. The verdict was "Found Drowned". The mention of nine feet of
water is interesting, as viewing the lie of the land and the position of the mill, it is difficult to see where a
depth of nine feet could be obtained; also there is no obvious trace of a millpond, nor is there one shown on
the 25inch O.S. map for that matter.

I am indebted to the following for providing me with information regarding the above Mill:

Miss Wildman of Caton for permission to copy and use personal archive material in her possession,

Mr and Mrs Kelly France of Cross Ghyll Farm, Littledale,

Mr Stephen France ofNew House Farm, Littledale,

Mr N.Winder (Warden of the Site) who guided me round the site,

Mrs D. Platt of Brookhouse for information on the Birketts,

and the helpful Staff of Lancaster Reference Library.
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